07/19/02
MEMORANDUM TO: Christopher 1.Grimes, Program Director
Policy and Rulemaking Program
Division of Regulatory Improvement Programs, NRR
Joseph L. Birmingham, Project Manager IRA
Policy and Rulemaking Program
Division of Regulatory Improvement Programs, NRR

FROM:

On June 20, 2002, the staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) met with industry and
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) representatives on the use of manual actions to achieve safe
shutdown for fire events. The meeting was a followup to a May 16, 2002 letter to NEI on the
use of manual actions to achieve safe shutdown, particularly to satisfy the requirements of
Section III.G.2 of Appendix Rto 10 CFR Part 50 (ADAMS Acc# ML021410026). In that letter,
the staff discussedihe need to obtain NRC review and approval of the use of manual actions. l
The meeting attendees are listed in attachment 1. Attachment 2 (ADAMS Acc# ML021720391) t
Is the material presented by NEI during the meeting.
Suzanne Black, of the NRC, began the meeting with a review of recent staff correspondence
and actions on the subject of manual actions and Indicated that the staff was interested in what
Marion, of NEI, responded that industry and the staff seemed
industry wished to pr lt-ex
to have developed a Uifferetunderstanding of the need for review and approval of manual
.actions and that Indu
ish topresent nformation on related staff reviews. He stated that
thgearge attendance of industry at the meeting was-an Indication of the importance industry
attributed to this Issue. Fred Emerson, of NEI, then presented the material in Attachment 2.
Mr. Emerson then went over the topics of the presentation which were to present the goals for
the meeting, the industry position, Industry's understanding of the regulatory view, the bases for
the industry position, and conclusions and recommended actions. The goals for the meeting
were for the staff to understand the Industry position and rationale and for Industry and staff to
\ agree on a pathway for resolving the generic ssue.kThe generic Issue was whether the use of
manual actions for redundant shutdown requires prior NRC approval. Details of the
presentation are in Attachment 2.
Industry's position is that the staff has acknowledged the use of manual actions for redundant
plant
shutdown In regulatory guidance, Safety Evaluation Reports, numerous inspections,
nL
specific correspondence and meetings. From a feasibility aspect, Industry believes th
manual actions Is feasible when sipperd hy arpriatp.apniSISA Industry believes
regulatory requirements permit the use of manual tionslan
pasaff-guidanmp arnL
Inspeptipe1lthis. Further, Industry believes that the staff's current correspondence
Indicates a change In the staff's osition on manual actions.
The NRC pointed out that staff inspections do not approve exemptions or deviations from
regulations and ma6Tt have had a goal of verifying whether manual actions had been
reviewed and appro%d by the NRC.
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Industry then reviewed the regulations relevant to fire protection and in particular post-fire safe
shutdown. This review included Sections III.G.1, III.G.2, and III.J of Appendix R to 10 CFR
Part 50; NUREG-0800; various regulatory guides; and SECY 83-269, Attachment C. Industry
concluded that the regulatory guidance acknowledged the use of manual actions to achieve
safe shutdown and did not specify the need for prior approval. Industry observed that manual
actions are permitted for other types of accident response such as in the emergency operating
procedures.
Industry then presented the results of a recent survey of plants by NEI. Industry concluded that
the results showed most plants use manual actions for redundant shutdown without having
obtained exemptions or deviations, the staff has reviewed the implementation and feasibility of
manual actions on many occasions, use of manual actions for redundant shutdown has not
been questioned by NRC as a compliance issue until recently, and that a generic resolution for
use of manual actions Is needed.
Industry recommended that, based on the above, the staff should suspend enforcement
pending resolution of the Issue and that staff nspection guidance be revised to reflect the
resolution.
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The staff requested documentation of the examples provided in the Industry presentation. The
staff discussed the differences In types of manual actions. Additionally, the staff discussed the
need for criteria for feasible" manual actions. The staff then caucused and after reconvening
noted the following: I) the stair understands the industry concern; 2) after further deliberation,
NRC will determine If it Is appropriate to permit the use of certain manual notinns without pnnr
a proval; and 3) the staff will consider
additional guidance and cetance
criteria orr nual actions. The staff will consult
the Officeaoe eneral Counsel (OGC)
to determine whether existing rule language permits the use of manual actions for red dant
shutdown, or whether a rule revision would be required. In the interim, the staff doenota
to suspend Inspection or enforcement related to manual actions. The staff noted that viol
s
would be written fo
ji sriinnslatWWre notconsidered to b
f-cused on whether feasible manual actions had received prior NRC a ral. The staff
agree
d-Ufftsoir-hreeed for re-visedo aitionaii
tion and enforcement guidance.
At this point, the staff asked for public comment or questions. One person asked about the
status of a finding for failure to have NRC review and approval of a manual action that was
feasible. The staff responded that resolution of that finding would need to proceed. Another
person asked whether a generic communication such as a Regulatory Information Summary
would be used to provide the staff position. The staff Indicated that a generic communication
would be used if appropriate.
At this point, the meeting was adjourned.
Subsequent to the meeting, NEI provided information requested by the staff during the meeting.
The information Is available In ADAMS Packaie ML021980381,Accein # ML021980365.
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At this point, the staff asked for public comment or questions. One person asked about the
status of a finding for failure to have NRC review and approval of a manual action that was
feasible. The staff responded that resolution of that finding would need to proceed. Another
person asked whether a generic communication such as a Regulatory Information Summary
would be used to provide the staff position. The staff indicated that a generic communication
would be used if appropriate.
At this point, the meeting was adjourned.
Subsequent to the meeting, NEI provided information requested by the staff during the meeting.
The Information is available in ADAMS under accession # ML021980365.
Project No. 689
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